
Year 5 Class Blog   

Our first half term in Year 5 has been packed full of excitement and fun! It has been won-
derful to welcome the children back and see how hardworking and conscientious they have 
all been. We have had a busy and sensational start to the year and would like to share some 
of the wonderful learning we have completed in class.  

 

During our English lessons we have  been studying the book, ‘Where We Once Stood’ based 
on the moon landing in  1969.  We have learned about a range of new writing techniques 
and mastered using direct speech by writing our own exploration narrative . In our report 
writing we learned about the importance of subheadings as a way to guide the reader 
through the text and immerse  them in a life once lived on the moon.  

In Maths we have explored the place value of  numbers  up to one million, learned Roman Nu-
merals, answered questions about Bar Charts,  understood rounding numbers and addition of 
4 digit numbers with exchanges, Our resilience in lessons has really impressed Mrs Sexton 
and Miss Cuff and  Year 5 are becoming experts in proving their answers in a range of ways– 
even using the math equipment.  



 

 

In Science we  have studied Isaac Newton and his discovery of gravity,. We have looked 
at forces  and completed experiments using the scientific terminology like ‘air resistance’ 
and ‘buoyancy’ to explain our findings.  



In French we have been learning typical French greetings including exchanging names and 
asking each others names.  

 

At the start of the school year we had Mental Health Week and performed activities  to 
allow us to connect and reflect with our feelings. We all need time to focus on our brains 
and take time to ensure they are healthy.  

In our PSHE lessons we have been exploring our friendships  looking at negative and positive 
behaviours. We have spent lesson time discussing the importance of friendship and under-

 



In History we have been learning about the Ancient Greeks. We have explored how they 
lived, how they  worshipped their Gods, how they started the Olympics and how their archi-
tecture and infrastructures influence us still today.  

 


